Bearing long green, regal fronds, this plant is perfect for gracing any indoor space. A common houseplant, Majesty Palms grow slowly, becoming larger and more elegant with time and care. Happily, it’s super easy to grow if you give it the right amount of light, water, humidity, and fertilizer.

In nature this can get 40-60’ tall, indoors it will get up to 8’ tall but they are slow growers. Find the brightest spot in your house and keep these palms wet and humid and they will look great in your house!
Light
They like a lot of light, so much so that they will be happiest near a sunny window. To thrive indoors, your Majesty Palm loves 6-8 hours of bright light per day.

Watering
One key to growing these palms indoors is to never let the soil dry completely. This palm comes from spots along streams and rivers. Be sure you have a pot with drainage holes so excess water can escape, otherwise the palm’s roots can drown and rot. If the fronds begin drying out at the tips and it moves down the leaf, causing the leaves to brown, the palm is too dry. If the leaves turn yellow, the soil may be too wet. They like it humid as well so group it with other plants, get a humidifier, or pebble tray.

Feeding
Apply a balanced liquid fertilizer like Jack’s® Classic All Purpose 20-20-20 every other month during growing season from Spring to Fall.

Planting & Care
Grow in a aerated potting soil like Black Gold® All Purpose soil. Remove dead fronds at the base as they turn yellow or brown. Repot every other year in Spring if root-bound.

Size
This palm may get up to 8 feet tall and 3 feet wide.

Flower
It has panicles of yellow flowers, but most likely not in the house.

Temperature
65-75°F

Humidity
High

Care
Average